How do you measure up to man versus Mammoth?

1. Sketch lightly in pencil. The heavy head and tusks, this step and the one that follows should be straight and straighter columns. A mammoth head is short, thick neck to support a big oval body. Rectangular head.

2. Next round out the contours of the head and smooth the basic body shapes sketched lightly in pencil.

3. Finally, go over the final outline in ink. Adding details like the wrinkles in the skin and shading. Erase the pencil lines and you're done.

Example: 4 ft. 2 inches
125 centimeters
= 50 inches
= 4 ft. 2 inches
= 4 X 12
= 48 inches

1. Do you look standing next to Dee? If you don't know, you can take your elbow and draw a picture of yourself the right height to see how big your elbow is. Find your own height on the scale bar and centimeter scale bar. Below is a drawing of Dee's skeleton with a hundred.

Dee?